Mechanism of Hydrogen-Induced Amorphization (HIA) was studied by Molecular Dynamics method (MD). C15 Laves AB 2 compounds were examined. The HIA phenomenon is experimentally observed for Laves phase with contracted A atoms and expanded B atoms, in comparison with their atomic size in stable pure crystals. Aim of our study is to reveal the atomic size effect in the occurrence of HIA. Our previous MD simulation shows that hydrogenation makes the elastic constants soft. It comes from the nonlinearity of the interatomic potentials during volume expansion by hydrogenation. In HIA, another origin is observed for the softening. We suggested that the latter softening facilitates the bulk-modulus instability and HIA occurs. In present study, MD simulation under isotropic tensile load was performed instead of hydrogenation. We investigated the elastic stability change due to the volume expansion. We defined a stability criterion of sublattice and evaluated the elastic stability in sublattice. In HIA, the bulk-modulus stability of expanded B-atom sublattice is low. Its instability occurs before instability of total lattice. Once hydrogen is incorporated in such AB 2 crystal, atoms relax. As a result, the pressure-fluctuation term of elastic constant increases negatively and the bulk modulus is reduced. Such a bulk-modulus instability gives HIA.
緒 言
Average of elastic constants, (C 11 ＋C 22 ＋C 33 )/3, for YAl 2 under isotropic tensile load at low temperature. In the figure, eq. shows the equilibrium cell length of 192 atomic system at zero pressure. 160 
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